Planets D6 / Kadavo
Name: Kadavo
Region: Wild Space
System: Kadavo system
Grid coordinates: S-4
Class: Terrestrial
Atmosphere: Type I (Breathable)
Climate: Frigid
Primary terrain: Volcanic
Points of interest: Kadavo slave processing facility
Immigrated species: Zygerrians
Primary language(s): Galactic Basic Standard
Description: Kadavo was a planet in the Kadavo system of Wild Space. During the Clone Wars, it was
under the control of the Zygerrian Slave Empire.
Kadavo had a very thick smoggy atmosphere that caused the world to look purple from space. The
particles in the atmosphere were caused by numerous volcanoes and lava pits, which covered a majority
of the barren land masses and islands present on the planet. These volcanoes also assisted in creating
huge spiraling cloud formations and other weather systems that could be seen from space.
The Zygerrian slavers built a labor processing hub in one of the larger calderas of a super volcano on the
planet. The hub was a tall cylindrical building where a large number of slave were kept while awaiting
sale. It was kept aloft above a pool of lava by several powerful repulsorlifts. It was also anchored in place
by four cables attached to the sides of the caldera.
A Togruta colony that was abducted by Count Dooku in the Kiros system was kept there for a time. After
an unsuccessful rescue attempt, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Captain Rex were also sent to the planet. They
eventually managed to escape thanks to a Republic intervention.
Places of Interest
Kadavo slave processing facility
The Kadavo slave processing facility was a Zygerrian mining complex on the planet Kadavo. It was built
over a deep crater as a deterrent towards rebellious slaves and was commanded by Keeper Agruss.
During the Clone Wars, a Togruta artisan colony was abducted from Kiros system and brought to the
facility. Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi and Clone Captain Rex were enslaved there too after an
unsuccessful rescue attempt of Governor Gupat Roshti, who was imprisoned on Zygerria.
Soon, Anakin Skywalker and Ahsoka Tano learned of the facility's location and spearheaded an attack by
the 104th Battalion, led by Jedi General Plo Koon and Admiral Barton Coburn. Although Agruss
attempted to kill the slaves on Count Dooku's orders, a cruiser was maneuvered beneath the facility to

prevent most of them from falling to their deaths. Afterwards, Rex killed Agruss with an electrostaff, and
the Republic gunships destroyed the facility.
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